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First of all can I say that without any shadow of a doubt, last week’s hash mag (concerning
as it did the world’s best ever hash) was indeed the finest example of such a publication
that I, indeed the entire world, have ever known. Even just to hold those pages of perfect
shimmering prose in my trembling hands was an experience that I will always treasure,
something to be remembered and perhaps even revered in legend for many years to
come.
Anyway, back to reality. I can say without fear of contradiction that Spike’s hash was
absolutely brilliant. Full of sleight and clever tricks and turns, it was universally praised by
all present. We seem to have had lots of great hashes lately.
We were quickly into the woods, and after a series of climbs and descents, the inevitable
first river crossing materialised. One might suppose that our naval friend Hornblower
would be comfortable with this prospect, but instead he was seen to shy away from the
water, preferring instead to find a crossing that would allow his feet to stay dry. Ahhhh!
He had of course forgotten that he would have to recross the same river later on…
Having exited the torrent, I found a check, and there stood Gnashers and Minnie.
Gnashers pronounced that they were “relaxing”, and Minnie piped up “We don’t do
checking!” A shocking dereliction of hashing duty, I’m sure you’ll agree.
It was around this time (19:50) that K2, heading back to the car (not sure why)
encountered Aimless. He had just arrived and was trying to catch up, proving once again
that his reputation for tardiness is well deserved.
Retiring afterwards to the excellent Seven Stars at Tamerton, I was quickly accosted by no
less than four separate people who wanted to talk about the same subject, namely Nipple
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Deep and the radiant Posh Pinny. I am given to understand that on the way to the hash,
they were canoodling in the back of the car like a couple of teenagers. It would seem that
their son has headed off to uni, and they are, I quote, “compensating”. One of my
informants also relayed to me the following quote: “I know exactly when [name deleted to
protect identity] was conceived – I had just been on a tax course and needed a diversion”.
To this I can add a quote of my own. It was Posh Pinny’s birthday the day before the
hash, and Nipple Deep confided (bad move): “You don’t want to know what she got
yesterday”. Something I think we can all agree on.
In other news:








Slush continues to shine in the Supermoto British Championship Novice Cup, he is
currently 2nd.
Pony completed the 13 mile Lych Way on her own in aid of Dartmoor Rescue.
Shame on the rest us!
Gnashers has won 2nd prize for her blackcurrant jam at the Milton Abbot show.
She also tells me she exhibited a “full moon” during the hash, sadly I don’t have the
name of the hasher who had the mis/fortune (delete as appropriate) to stumble
across this spectacle.
The GM “has a box full of second hand goods”.
Spike took part in the 24hr Equinox relay race. He says it was tough crawling into
the tent to sleep after each relay leg, and then having to drag himself out again for
the next leg.
Don’t forget the Quirky Quiz - a “quiz with a difference” held at Calstock Village Hall.
Arrive at 7pm for 7.30 start. Tickets £3 - bring your own food and drinks.

On on!
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